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Diffusion-bonded titanium hollow warren structures have been successfully applied in aircraft engine components, such as fan
blade, and OGV, while the optimal design of the hollow warren structure to improve its impact resistance, especially under bird-
strike event, has been a challenge. In this work, a series of impact tests and numerical simulations are carried out to investigate
the effect of key geometric features on the overall impact strength of a panel-shaped titanium hollow warren structure. Based on
experimental and numerical studies, a quantitative relationship between diffusion bonding seam strength and the overall impact
strength is developed. Meanwhile, key geometric factors affecting the resultant bonding seam strength for a typical manufacturing
process are identified. This work provides useful references for the optimal design to increase impact resistance for aircraft engine
hollow warren structure components.

1. Introduction

Driven by the development of high bypass ratio turbo-fan
engine, titanium hollow components with internal Warren
girder structure have been widely used to meet the weight
reduction requirement of the engine. In 1980’s, a wide-chord
titanium hollow fan blade with Warren girder structure was
developed by Rolls-Royce using the diffusion bonding/super-
plastic forming (SPF/DB) process [1, 2]. The application
of Warren girder hollow structure can lead to 10%∼30%
weight saving on the rotor. In addition, the hollow structure
allows the designer to optimize the overall strength of the
component by merely tuning its internal configuration, while
the external geometry is fixed to keep the aero performance of
the component unchanged. For hollow fan blade, optimizing
the internal structure to improve the bird-strike performance
of the blade has been a continuous effort of the industry [3].

Debonding at the diffusion welding interfaces is one
of the major failure modes of the Warren girder hollow
structures under impact loads, and the strength of the
diffusion bond significantly influences the overall impact
resistance of the hollow blade. Ideally, the strength of the
diffusion bond should be close to the parent material, while,

in practical engineering applications, the welding interface is
often a weak point for multiple reasons [4–6]. First, it is very
difficult to guarantee a 100% bonding rate at welding interface
in the actual DB/SPF process, and, for a given process, the
local bonding defect distribution may vary from place to
place although the overall bonding rate is still within the
spec limit of the product. On the other hand, dependent
on the local geometry of Warren girder structure, stress
concentration may occur at the edge of the welding interface,
and, consequently, lead to the reduction of failure threshold
of the bond [7]. Therefore, the overall failure strength of the
Warren girder structure is the result of a combined effect of
manufacturing process and geometric features.

Direct experimental measurement of the strength of the
bonding interface is costly since the strength value may vary
at different locations. Beside, to accurately capture the stress
concentration at the edge of the bonding interface, very
fine mesh is needed at these locations for the numerical
model, which will involve high computational cost. For a
practical bird-strike analysis model for the hollow fan blade,
the stress concentration at the edge of the bonding interface is
usually underestimated due to the coarsemesh. For the above
reasons, a feasible approach to consider the bond effect is to
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introduce phenomenological effective failure strength of the
bond in the analyticalmodel, which reflects the effects of both
bonding interface defects and local stress concentration. The
effective failure strength of the bond needs to be determined
through inverse method based on impact tests.

For simplification, it is assumed that the defect distri-
bution is merely a function of geometric characteristics.
This assumption is reasonable for a specific Warren girder
hollow component manufactured with a relatively matured
SPF/DB process, since the deviation of process parameters
(e.g., temperature, pressure, and surface quality) is mainly
determined by the location and local geometric features in
this case. On the other hand, the stress concentration is also
dependent on local geometric parameters. Therefore, it is
possible to establish a relatively simple mapping between the
major geometric parameters of the Warren girder structure
and the resultant impact strength, which can provide useful
reference for the designers.

In this study, a set of ballistic impact tests with titanium
hollow panels with various internal geometric parameters
were conducted to explore the effect of major geometric
characteristics on the impact strength. The panel-shape
specimens were designed to simulate a typical Warren girder
configuration used in hollow fan blade. An inverse method
based on the correlation of test and numerical simulation
was used to estimate the effective failure strength of the
diffusion bonds for different Warren girder structures. Based
on the above experimental and analytical results, a qualitative
relation between the failure stresses of the diffusion bonds
and two important geometric parameters, skew angle of the
girder, and length of the diffusion bond was established.
This study provided a useful reference for the optimal
design of components with Warren girder hollow structures.
Furthermore, a hollow fan blade model was developed
to demonstrate the implementation of the effective bond
strength based on its internal structure features and was then
used to show the effect of the debonding of the diffusion bond
on the overall impact resistance of the hollow fan blade under
bird-strike.

2. The SPF/DB Warren Girder Structure

The typical geometry of the Warren Girder structure formed
with SPF/DB process is shown in Figure 1. The structure
consists of two face sheets and one core sheet.The face sheets
and the core sheet are connected through diffusion bond
along the prescribed welding lines. The trapezoidal girder
structure is formed through a super-plastic forming process,
in which the sheets are stretched and distorted under the
inert gas injection between the gaps of the sheets, as shown
in Figure 2.

The impact strength of the warren girder hollow structure
is largely dependent on the strength of the diffusion bonds,
while the latter is related to the geometric features of the
hollow structure itself. In order to investigate the relation
between the impact strength and the geometrical features,
the size of the diffusion bond and the geometric profile of

the girder must be taken into account. The key parameters
in this paper are defined as follows (Figure 1) [8]:

(1) the thickness of the face sheet 𝑇1;
(2) the thickness of the original core sheet 𝑇2;
(3) the thickness of the core sheet after super-plastic

forming process 𝑇3;
(4) the skew angle of the girder 𝛼;
(5) the length of a hollow region bond 𝐷, the length of

leading edge bond𝐷
1
, and the length of trailing edge

bond𝐷
2
(𝐷
1
= 𝐷

2
).

In this study, a set of titanium Warren girder hollow flat
panels with straight welding lines has been used as test spec-
imens to investigate the effect of geometric characteristics on
the impact strength.Theflat panels are shown in Figure 3.The
geometric parameters of the girder were selected within the
practical range for the actual SPF/DB process.

3. Hollow Panel Impact Test and Analysis

3.1. High Speed Impact Test for the Hollow Panel. In this work,
a series of hollow panel impact tests were conducted to
investigate the failure mechanisms of the panel under high
speed impact loads. Each test piece has a dimension of
290mm in length by 130mm in width. The test equipment
consists of a high speed gas gun of 150mm caliber.The panels
were shot to impact the target platemade of aluminum,which
is a common candidate material for fan case, in the vertical
direction. Three sets of hollow panel with different hollow
structure parameters were tested. The impact velocities are
chosen to be 160m/s, 175m/s, and 190m/s, respectively. An
example of the test pieces after impact is shown in Figure 4.
It shows that the panel was torn apart along the diffusion
bonding interfaces under the impact load, with both face-
sheets curling backward.

The test results are listed in Table 1, illustrating the impact
velocity and the impact energy. The correlation between the
structural parameters of the hollow panels and the diffusion
bond failure stresses will be analyzed.

3.2. Inverse Analysis for the Bond Strength Estimation. The
focus of this study is to estimate the failure stress of
the diffusion bonds of the titanium Warren girder hollow
structure. Due to the complexity of the structure, the bond
strength is difficult to be directly measured. Therefore, an
inverse analysis is performed to estimate the bond strength.
In the inverse method, finite element simulation models are
built with assumed bond failure stresses, which vary in the
reasonable range, and then an optimization algorithm is used
to find the values of the tensile and shear failure stresses of the
bond corresponding to the minimum of a predefined object
function, which describes the averaged prediction error of the
deformation and failure of the simulation model compared
with test results. Such values are considered as the effective
tensile and shear failure stresses, respectively, of the diffusion
bond corresponding to different hollow structures.
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Figure 1: Geometric parameters of hollow structure.

Table 1: Results of hollow panel impact tests.

Test number Girder skew
angle (∘)

Leading/trailing
edge bond
length (mm)

Hollow region
bond (mm)

core
sheet/face-sheet
thickness (mm)

Panel weight
(Kg)

Impact
velocity (m/s)

Impact
energy
(×103 J)

Number 1 30 10 2 0.5/2 0.726 213 16.47
Number 2 45 13 2 0.5/1.5 0.586 163 7.78
Number 3 45 8 2 0.5/1.5 0.544 214 12.46

Figure 2: The superplastic forming method based air pressure.

Figure 3: The titanium Warren girder hollow panel used as test
specimen.

The simulation of the hollow panel impact tests were
conducted with the explicit commercial finite element code
LS-DYNA. Due to the high strain rate during the impact,
thematerials hardening behaviorwith strain rate dependency
must be taken into account. In the finite element model, a tie-
break contact algorithm is adopted to simulate the welding
and interface and predict the debonding failure. The finite
element model used in this study is shown in Figure 5. Single
integration point solid elements are used all over the model,
and the mesh size at the girders is set to around 2mm.
This mesh profile is selected after a number of test runs and
can provide enough fidelity to capture the deformation and
failure of the girder with reasonable computational cost.

3.2.1. The Inverse Method. An appropriate optimization
model and algorithm are essential for the effectiveness of the
inverse analysis. Traditional optimization methods include
the simple linear programming and various iterative gradient
algorithms based on the nonlinear programming (e.g., the
steepest descent method and the conjugate gradient method)
[9].

The sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method
has been employed in this study [10]. The girder skew
angle, bond length, and the core sheet/face-sheet thickness
are selected as the primary influential factors on failure
characteristic of the specimen, while the strength of the bond
has to be determined for different hollow structures.

Apart from the above factors, the influence of other
unknownpreimpact parameters, such as thewelding line cur-
vature and material defects, are estimated from engineering
experiences. Some postimpact parameters, for example, the
deformation and failure mechanisms, are used as constraint
conditions.The complete inverse analysis procedure is imple-
mented by coupling the commercial codes LS-DYNA and
OPTIMUS, with the principal aspects explained in details
below.

(1) OptimizationObjective Function Based on theDeformation
of the Hollow Panel. With the tensile and shear failure stresses
as the input variables, the deformation of the impacted
hollow panel is used to construct the objective function to be
optimized. Mathematically, the optimization problem can be
expressed as [11]

𝐹 (𝑥) = ∑

𝑘

𝜔

𝑘
(

𝑦

𝑘
− 𝑦obj

𝑦obj
)

2

, 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚, (1)

𝑦

𝑘
= 𝑓 (𝑥

1
, 𝑥

2
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥

𝑛
) , (2)

𝑔

𝑖
(𝑥) ≤ 𝑐

𝑖
, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛, (3)

𝑠

𝑖

𝑙(𝑚)
≤ 𝑥

𝑖
≤ 𝑠

𝑖

𝑢(𝑚)
, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝, (4)

where (1) represents the scalar objective function formulated
as a weighted sum of the square of the relative error. Equation
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Figure 4: Deformed hollow panel after impact.

Figure 5: Finite element model of the hollow panel.

(2) describes the relationship between the input variables and
the hollow panel deformation amount in numerical simu-
lation. By manual analysis, the influence of input variables,
such as the material model, the mesh density, and contact
stiffness, for simulation results can be determined. And only
the tensile failure stress and shear failure stress of the bond are
retained as input variables in the inverse analysis. Equations
(3) are the constraints imposed on the input variables, and
(4) give the design range of the variables. Among them, 𝑦obj
is the target value of the hollow panel deformation given by
impact test results, and 𝑦

𝑘
is the calculated result at each

optimization iteration. Here, 𝜔
𝑘
is the weighting coefficient,

and 𝑠
𝑖

𝑙(𝑚) and 𝑠
𝑖

𝑢(𝑚) denote the lower and upper bounds of
the input variables based on empirical knowledge. When the
tensile failure stress and shear failure stress of weld are set as
input parameters, 𝑦obj changes with the bond strength.

(2) Bond Failure Constraints. In the inverse analysis, the
objective function is defined as the deformation of the panel,
which is determined by the displacement values at a certain
group of nodes. However, the whole impact process cannot
be described merely by nodal displacement, and the failure
progress of the bond area needs to be considered as well.
Thus, the bond failure prediction in noncontacted area is
employed as a supplementary constraint to yieldmore precise
reconstruction of impact process.

3.2.2. Inverse Analysis Procedures. As shown in Table 2, the
tensile and shears stresses of the bond (denoted as 𝜎

1𝑖
, 𝜏
1𝑖
,

𝜎

2𝑖
, 𝜏
2𝑖
and 𝜎

3𝑖
, 𝜏
3𝑖
for different tests, resp.) are set as input

variables with the reasonable ranges estimated based on
the titanium welding interface strength obtained by simple
performance tests.

The objective function is defined as the summation
of deformation amounts at three locations on the hollow
panel. The three locations are within the hollow Warren

girder region and the solid regions at the leading/trailing
edges, respectively, as shown in Table 3. Considering the
effect of other structural factors on the panel deformation,
different weighting factors are applied for different location
of consideration. Thus (1) is rewritten as follows:

𝐹 (𝑥) = (0.2 ∗ ($Opt1$)2 + 0.4 ∗ ($Opt2$)2

+0.4 ∗ ($Opt3$)2)
0.5

$Opt1$ = ($𝐷1$ − ($Pos𝑥11$ − $Pos𝑥12$))
($Pos𝑥11$ − $Pos𝑥12$)

$Opt2$ = ($𝐷2$ − ($Pos𝑥21$ − $Pos𝑥22$))
($Pos𝑥21$ − $Pos𝑥22$)

$Opt3$ = ($𝐷3$ − ($Pos𝑥31$ − $Pos𝑥32$))
($Pos𝑥31$ − $Pos𝑥32$)

,

(5)

where 𝐹(𝑥) is the objective function, $Opt𝑘$ (𝑘 = 1∼3)
represents the relative error of the titanium hollow panel
deformation at the measuring point, and $𝐷𝑘$ is the test
result of the panel deformation. $Pos𝑥𝑘1$ and $Pos𝑥𝑘2$
denote the coordinates of a certain node on upper face-sheet
and the lower face-sheet, respectively. Then, ($Pos𝑥𝑘2$ −
$Pos𝑥𝑘1$) is the analytical result of the panel deformation
at various locations.

The constraints of the optimization problem are imposed
such that the deformation (relative nodal displacement
between upper and lower face-sheets) in noncontact area
must lie within the given limit.The nodes with the maximum
magnitude of deformation are chosen for evaluation. The
constraint parameters are shown in Table 3.

3.2.3. Inverse Analysis Results. The performance of opti-
mization procedure can be illustrated by taking the test
number 1 inTable 1, for instance.TheLatin hypercube designs
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Figure 6: Response surface models for objective function.

Table 2: Input variables and value range.

𝑥

𝑖
Input variable Diffusion bond position Initial value Lower boundary Lower boundary

Number 1
(𝜎
1𝑖
/𝜏

1𝑖
)

The tensile and shears stress
for number 1 (Pa)

Hollow region 5.10𝐸 + 8/4.55𝐸 + 8 4.80𝐸 + 8/4.25𝐸 + 8 5.40𝐸 + 8/4.85𝐸 + 8

Leading/trailing edge 5.25𝐸 + 8/4.75𝐸 + 8 4.95𝐸 + 8/4.45𝐸 + 8 5.55𝐸 + 8/4.95𝐸 + 8
Number 2
(𝜎
2𝑖
/𝜏

2𝑖
)

The tensile and shears stress
for number 2 (Pa)

Hollow region 5.35𝐸 + 8/4.85𝐸 + 8 5.05𝐸 + 8/4.55𝐸 + 8 5.65𝐸 + 8/5.15𝐸 + 8

Leading/trailing edge 5.45𝐸 + 8/4.95𝐸 + 8 5.25𝐸 + 8/4.75𝐸 + 8 5.55𝐸 + 8/5.25𝐸 + 8
Number 3
(𝜎
3𝑖
/𝜏

3
)

The tensile and shears stress
for number 3 (Pa)

Hollow region 5.60𝐸 + 8/5.15𝐸 + 8 5.30𝐸 + 8/4.85𝐸 + 8 5.90𝐸 + 8/5.45𝐸 + 8

Leading/trailing edge 5.75𝐸 + 8/5.35𝐸 + 8 5.45𝐸 + 8/4.95𝐸 + 8 5.95𝐸 + 8/5.55𝐸 + 8

Table 3: Constraint parameters.

𝑦

𝑖

Optimization and constraints
parameters Object value

𝐷

1

The deformation at 9mm to
the impact edge 2.5mm

𝐷

2

The deformation at 17mm to
the impact edge 3mm

𝐷

3

The deformation at 27.5mm to
the impact edge 1.75mm

𝐷

𝑑

The deformation at 50mm to
the impact edge 0mm

(LHDs) are firstly employed to evaluate the correlation
values between the input variables, resulting in the objective
function values, of which the response surface model (RSM)
is then generated by fitting the experimental data using the
Least Squares Fitting [12].

The response surface model of the objective function
(Opt) in terms of the input variables (𝜎

1
, 𝜏

1
) is shown in

Figure 6(a). It shows that the range of 𝜎
11

and 𝜏
11

at the
hollow Warren girder region can be redefined as (5.50E + 8,

0.02

G
oa

l

0

Iter
54321 6

Figure 7: Optimization convergence curve.

5.85E + 8) and (4.85E + 8, 5.10E + 8), respectively. Simi-
larly, the range of 𝜎

12
and 𝜏

12
at the leading/trailing edge

(Figure 6(b)) can be redefined as (5.75E + 8, 5.90E + 8) and
(5.00E + 8, 5.20E + 8), respectively, to narrow the searching
scope of optimization and speed up the convergence.

Based on the RSM results, 𝜎
11
, 𝜏
11
, 𝜎
12
, and 𝜏

12
take

central values of 5.68E + 8 Pa, 4.98E + 8 Pa, 5.83E + 8 Pa,
and 5.10E + 8 Pa, respectively, which are set as the respective
initial values of the optimization. The sequential quadratic
programming method is used as the optimization algorithm.
As shown in Figure 7, the optimization converges to [5.60E +
8 Pa, 5.10E + 8 Pa, 5.59E + 8 Pa, 5.09E + 8 Pa] after 6 iterations.
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Figure 8: Simulation result at optimized point.

The corresponding result of deformation of the titanium
hollow panel is shown in Figure 8.

3.3. Correlation between Geometrical Features and Impact
Resistance. Using the same approach, the bond strength of
tests number 2 and number 3 can be obtained. Through the
correlation analysis, it was found that the face-sheet thickness
has little effect on the bond strength. Thus only the effect of
the girder skew angle and the bond length will be considered.

For the three sets of hollow panels listed in Table 1,
specimens number 2 and number 3 have the same girder skew
angle, while the bond length is 8mm and 13mm, respectively.
Due to the limited sample size, a linear relation between the
bond length and the bond strength is assumed.Therefore, the
bond strength for a panel with the bond length of 10mm and
skew angle of 45 degree can be interpolated from the results
of tests number 2 and number 3. From the calculated results
for the three sets of panel tests, the effect of the skew angle
and the bond length can be estimated, as shown in Table 4.

The analysis shows that the bond length and girder
skew angle of titanium Warren girder structures are the two
sensitive factors affecting the bond strength within the range
of the test piece’s design parameters and need to be carefully
chosen in the hollow component design. Based on this study,
increasing the bond length and decreasing skew angle within
the feasible range are recommended in the hollow component
design.

With the above estimation of the diffusion bond strength
for various geometric features, the tensile and shear failure
stresses of a specific hollow fan blade design can easily be
given based on the local internal geometric characteristics.
Such failure stress values can then be used in the simulation
models for the prediction of the bird-strike performance of
the fan blade design.

4. Hollow Fan Blade Bird-Strike Analysis

The sensitivity of the geometric parameters of the hollow
structure on the bond strength has been shown in the
previous section. The implementation of the effective bond
strengths based on the internal structure features in a hollow
fan blade bird-strike model will be discussed in this section.
The hollow fan blade to be modeled is a SPF/DB hollow

Figure 9: The cross section of the hollow fan blade to be modeled.

Bird

Fan bladeFa

Figure 10: The bird-strike model for hollow fan blade.

blade with a Warren girder internal structure. The typical
cross section of the blade near the midspan is shown in
Figure 9. The blade has a uniform skew angle of 45 degrees.
The thickness of the core sheet is 2mm. The hollow region
bond lengths are 2mm at the girder areas in the middle. The
bond length at the leading edge varies from 7mm to 9mm
along the span direction, with an average of 8mm, while the
bond length at the trailing edge varies from 12mm to 14mm,
with an average of 13mm.

4.1. The Bird-Strike Simulation. The bird-strike analysis
model for this fan blade is shown in Figure 10. Tie-break
contacts are incorporated at the diffusion bonding areas,
where the effective tensile and shear strengths are estimated
from Table 4. It is noted that, unlike the hollow flat panel in
the tests, the geometry of the blade is not symmetric anymore,
and the cross section is not constant along the span direction,
either. For simplification, the averaged bond length is used to
estimate the effective bond strengths for both the leading edge
and the trailing edge. And for the hollow region, the value
of bond strength is chosen as that corresponding to the edge
bond length of 10mm, which is simply the rough value of the
averaged bond length for both edges. The values of the bond
strengths are listed in Table 5.

The bird impact is simulated through ALE (arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian) algorithm, where the bird is model
with Euler algorithm. The bird weights 3 lbs. The impact
location is set to the 60% span. The rotational speed of the
blade is 3000 rpm.

The simulation result is shown in Figure 11. Material loss
is observed near the impact area, and significant debonding
occurs around this area. There is an obvious peak spot of the
plastic strain near the blade root on the leading edge. Such
damage profile is often seen in typical blade bird-strike tests.

4.2. The Effect of Debonding of the Diffusion Bonds. To show
the effect of debonding of the diffusion bonds on the blade
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Table 4: The relation between structure parameters and bond strength.

Parameters
Hollow region

tensile failure stress
(Pa)

Hollow region
shear failure stress

(Pa)

Leading/trailing
edge

tensile failure stress
(Pa)

Leading/trailing
edge

shear failure stress
(Pa)

Girder skew angle 30∘ (10mm)
5.60𝐸 + 8 5.10𝐸 + 8 5.89𝐸 + 8 5.33𝐸 + 8

45∘ (10mm)
5.23𝐸 + 8 4.58𝐸 + 8 5.59𝐸 + 8 4.90𝐸 + 8

Leading/trailing edge bond length 8mm (45∘)
5.13𝐸 + 8 4.52𝐸 + 8 5.49𝐸 + 8 4.83𝐸 + 8

13mm (45∘)
5.37𝐸 + 8 4.67𝐸 + 8 5.74𝐸 + 8 5.00𝐸 + 8

Table 5: The bond strength parameters.

Failure parameters Parameters value
𝜎

𝑐
Tensile failure stress at hollow region 5.23𝐸 + 8Pa

𝜏

𝑐
Shear failure stress at hollow region 4.58𝐸 + 8Pa

𝜎le Tensile failure stress at leading edge 5.74𝐸 + 8Pa
𝜏le Shear failure stress at leading edge 5.00𝐸 + 8Pa
𝜎te Tensile failure stress at trailing edge 5.49𝐸 + 8Pa
𝜏te Shear failure stress at trailing edge 4.83𝐸 + 8Pa

Diffusion 
bond failure

Figure 11: The blade deformation and failure.

damage under impact, a separated model without simulating
diffusion bonds is developed and compared with the one
with diffusion bonding. Same mesh profile is used in both
models. Figure 12 shows the plastic strain contour at the blade
root for both models. It is found that the model without
diffusion bonds gives nearly 20% higher plastic strain, as
shown in Figure 13, at the root area. This is reasonable
since more kinetic energy is absorbed through debonding
for the model with diffusion bonds simulated. The model
withoutmodeling diffusion bonding obviously overpredicted
the blade damage. This example shows the necessity of the
appropriate simulation of the diffusion bond in the bird-
strike analysis for the hollow blade.

5. Conclusion

The geometric features of titanium hollow structure are
found to have considerable effects on the impact resistance
of hollow structure. In this study, a number of geometric
factors are investigated and a qualitative relationship between
these factors and the strength of the diffusion bond under
impact load was established through a series of impact tests
combined with numerical simulations. The tensile and shear
failure stresses of the diffusion bond for various Warren
girder titanium hollow panels were estimated through an
inverse method.

The analysis shows that the bond strength is significantly
dependent on the bond length and girder skew angle. These
two parameters need to be carefully chosen in the hollow
component design. Based on this study, increasing the bond
length and decreasing skew anglewithin the feasible range are
recommended in the hollow component design.

A hollow fan blade model was developed to demonstrate
the implementation of the effective bond strength based on its
internal structure features. From the comparison between the
result of this model and that of the model without diffusion
bond simulated, it can be observed that the effect of the
debonding of the diffusion bond on the blade damage is
significant.This means appropriate modeling of the diffusion
bond is important in impact analysis of the hollow fan blade.

Although the proposed method can provide a quick
approach to estimate the impact performance of the par-
ticular hollow component design, it should be noted that
the effect of some important factors was estimated through
engineering experience because of the limit on computational
and experimental cost. For example, processing parameters
and defect effects are not modeled explicitly. Also, the larger
sample size and the geometric parameter range in the test
needs to be considered in our future study.

Nomenclature

𝑇1: Thickness of the face sheet, (mm)
𝑇2: Thickness of the original core sheet, (mm)
𝑇3: Thickness of the core sheet after

super-plastic forming process, (mm)
𝛼: Skew angle of the girder
𝐷: Length of a single diffusion bond, (mm)
𝐷

1
: The length of leading edge bond, (mm)
𝐷

2
: The length of trailing edge bond, (mm)
𝜎

𝑐
: Tensile failure stress at cavity position, (Pa)
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(b) Model nondiffusion bonds simulated

Figure 12: Contour plots of effective plastic strain near blade root.
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Figure 13: Comparison of effective plastic strain near blade root.

𝜏

𝑐
: Shear failure stress at cavity position, (Pa)
𝜎le: Tensile failure stress at leading edge, (Pa)
𝜏le: Shear failure stress at leading edge, (Pa)
𝜎te: Tensile failure stress at trailing edge, (Pa)
𝜏te: Shear failure stress at trailing edge, (Pa).

Abbreviations

SPF/DB: Super-plastic forming/diffusion bonding
SQP: Sequential quadratic programming
LHDs: Latin Hypercube Designs
RSM: Response Surface Model
ALE: Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian.
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